!!! ATTENTION ALL ADULT DAY HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS!!!
Change in Billing Form and Procedure Code for ADHC Services
Second Notice

Louisiana Medicaid is converting the billing of Adult Day Health Care (ADHC) services from the UB-04/837I to the CMS-1500/837P. In addition, the Procedure Code used for billing will change from HR932 to S5100.

- Through date of service March 31, 2016, Adult Day Health Care Providers are to continue to use the UB-04 Claim Form for paper claims and the 837I for electronic claims with the Procedure Code HR932.
- Effective with Date of Service April 1, 2016 and afterward, Adult Day Health Care Providers must use the CMS 1500 Claim Form for paper claims and the 837P for electronic claims with the Procedure Code S5100.

It is the provider’s responsibility to ensure that internal office processes are in place and billing is submitted on the correct form/EDI format with correct claim information, depending on the Date(s) of Service.

**Important Note:** During the last week of March 2016, split billing must be used for claims that cover March dates of service and the April date of service.
- Providers must use the UB-04 Claim Form/837I with Procedure Code HR932 for March 28th, March 29th, March 30th and March 31st; and
- Providers must use the CMS 1500 Claim Form/837P with Procedure Code S5100 for April 1st services.
- Please note on and after Date of Service 4/1/16, providers **MUST** use the new procedure code S5100 as indicated in the detailed instructions
- Providers should contact their software and/or billing agent and have them develop the required billing format changes as soon as possible prior to implementation. Once changes are in place, providers should send a test file to Molina following the submission procedures outlined in the EDI General Companion Guide. EDI General Companion found on lamedicaid.com HIPAA Information Center, sublink – 5010v of the Electronic Transactions, sublink – 837 Health Care Claim – EDI General Companion Guide. If assistance is needed, send an email to HipaaEDI@molinahealthcare.com.
- Instructions for hard copy claims can be found on lamedicaid.com, directory link-Billing Information
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